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Abstract: The characteristics of pore-scale two-phase flow are of significance to the effective development of oil and gas resources, and visualization has gradually become one of the hot spots in the research of pore-scale two-phase flow. Based on the pore structure of rock, this research proposed a microscopic glass etching displacement experiment and a Navier–Stokes equation based finite element simulation to study the pore-scale gas–water two-phase flow. Then, this research conducted the proposed methods on the type I, type II and type III tight sandstone reservoirs in the Penglaizhen Formation of western Sichuan Basin, China. Results show that the outcomes of both the microscopic glass etching displacement experiment and the finite element simulation are by and large consistent. The water distributed in the large pores is displaced, and the trapped water mainly exists in the area induced by flow around high-permeability pores, perpendicular pores and disconnected ends of pores. The microscopic glass etching displacement experiment is conducive to better observing the phenomenon of a viscous finger-like breakthrough and air jumps in migration flows in narrow throats, while the finite element simulation has the advantages of cost effectiveness, easy operation and strong experimental reproducibility.
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1 Introduction

The pore-scale two-phase flow in porous media plays a vital role in the fields of oil–gas resource development, tunneling, levee seepage prevention, chemical engineering [1–5], etc. Regarding oil and gas resource development, the pore-scale two-phase flow has a great impact on the studies of seepage mechanisms and recovery ratio improvement [6–8]. In recent years, researchers have conducted a great deal of research on pore-scale two-phase flow in rock, among which visualization has gradually become one of the hot spots [9,10]. In this context, there are two major research methods: physical observation experiment [11–15] and numerical simulation [16–19].

Currently, physical observation experiments on pore-scale two-phase flow are mainly based on the twodimensional pore structure characteristics, including the core plug displacement based CT scan experiment [20,21], slabbed core sample based microscopic displacement experiment [11] and microscopic glass etching displacement experiment [12,13]. By applying the CT scanning technique, the core plug displacement based CT scan experiment can observe the fluid displacement process in the core plug indirectly. This method can obtain information concerning the fluid distribution and the advantageous displacement channel. Nevertheless, the resolution of the CT scan is usually too low to clearly display the pore-scale displacement and flow characteristics, which makes it hard to satisfy the needs for detailed studies of oil–gas development. In recent years, with the improvement of the resolution of the CT scan, scientists can visualize the fluid flow with a spatial resolution of 1 µm and a time resolution of 1 s. However, the spatial resolution is still not enough to describe the rocks with smaller size throats, such as tight...
sandstone and shale [22]. With in-depth studies of the two-phase flow mechanism of rock, some researchers propose other pore-scale displacement experiment methods such as the slabbled core sample pore-scale displacement experiment and the microscopic glass etching displacement experiment [11–13]. These two alternatives are similar in terms of displacement and observation, but they vary in the objects (physical models) displaced and observed. In the slabbled core sample based pore-scale displacement experiment, the core sample is cut into thin sections before displacement and observation. Such an easy, cost-effective technique can maintain the pore structure characteristics and wettability of the rock. However, the model is so opaque that it is hard to observe the pore-scale two-phase flow characteristics [11]. As for the microscopic glass etching displacement experiment, displacement and observation are done on a transparent micropore network model made of thin sections. Such a model is highly visualizable so that we can directly look into the pore-scale dynamic flow characteristics. Therefore, it is widely used in the research on the mechanism of displacement of oil by water [12,13].

In the past few years, a great many researchers have made fruitful achievements in the theories and technologies of the pore-scale displacement experiment [11–15]. With regard to the core plug displacement experiment and the microscopic glass etching displacement experiment, researchers have not only successfully observed the two-phase flow characteristics under a microscope but also attempted to perform quantitative analyses of the parameters of two-phase flow.

In recent years, with the improvement of pore-scale flow theories and computer performance, the numerical simulation of pore-scale flow in rock has developed rapidly [15–19]. At present, the commonly used simulation methods include the Lattice Boltzmann Method (hereafter referred to as “the LBM”) [23–27] and the Navier–Stokes equation based numerical simulation method [28–35]. Both methods are based on the pore network characteristics and used to simulate the pore-scale fluid flow in rock. Originating in the mid-1980s, the LBM is a flow-field simulation method developed from lattice gas automaton, which adopts the discrete media model to simulate fluid movement. By contrast, the numerical simulation method based on Navier–Stokes equations takes the fluids as an uninterrupted entirety and calculates the parameters of movement by means of calculus. To be specific, it includes the finite difference method (hereafter referred to as “the FDM”) [31] and the finite element method (hereafter referred to as “the FEM”) [32–35]. Generally, the FDM is based on differential equations. After discretizing the problem’s domain, this method replaces the difference and difference quotient with differential and differential quotient approximations, through which the differential equation and boundary conditions are solved, which can be concluded as solving a system of linear equations. The FDM is visualizable and allows easy meshing, but under some circumstances it is inapplicable to a sophisticated boundary. Given this deficiency, the FDM is almost replaced by the FEM, which is more flexible in meshing and more applicable to boundaries. Consequently, the FEM is broadly applied in the simulation of fluid flow [32–35].

To a large extent, the existing studies of pore-scale two-phase flow in rock focus on oil–water flow. There are insufficient studies on pore-scale gas–water two-phase flow. Moreover, it is uncertain whether physical experimental observation or numerical simulation is appropriate for the research. Using the same micro-pore network model, we studied the characteristics of pore-scale gas–water two-phase flow with the microscopic glass etching displacement experiment and the Navier–Stokes equation based FEM, respectively. Next, we contrasted the advantages and disadvantages of the two methods in hopes of providing reference for the studies of the mechanism of pore-scale gas–water two-phase flow in rock and the effective development of gas reservoirs.

2 Methods

2.1 Glass etching displacement experiment

2.1.1 Preparation of the glass etching model

This research constructed the glass etching model based on the images of thin sections, and the procedure is as follows (Figure 1): first, convert the image of thin sections (Figure 1a) to a gray scale image (Figure 1b) via ImageJ software; second, segment the gray scaled thin section image into pores and grains (Figure 1c) via Avizo software, i.e., the pore network image is obtained; third, draw an image for the glass etching model in accordance with the segmentation via Coreldraw software (Figure 1d); fourth, etch the image on glass to create a glass etching model (Figure 1e). The preparation craft (especially photolithography) greatly determines the precision of the model and further impacts the results of the following displacement experiment. Now, photolithography is mainly applied in the photoelectric technology but seldom seen in oil–gas resource development. Some researchers have done
in-depth research on the theories and technologies of microscopic glass etching model preparation, which offers theoretical guidance to the research on pore-scale flow. In detail, there are three steps in the preparation of a micro glass etching model: (1) washing and glue mixing. Open the vacuum pump and suck the washed glass sheet; drip a few primer molecules on the sheet as a tackifier; dry the sheet for 10 min before coating it with a photoresist and lay the mixture aside for 30 s before a film of certain thickness is formed. Here, the mixture of primer and photoresist can prevent shallow nicks and the deformation of V-shape slots on the pore. (2) Exposure and development. Dry the sheet in advance for 10 min before exposure; expose the sheet to a lithography machine for 80–120 s; dip the exposed sheet in a photographic developer for 5 min; and then dry it for 10 min. (3) Etching and glue removal. Dry and wax the sheet and then etch it in acid for 5–15 min; dissolve the exposed photoresist, and the etching model is formed.

2.1.2 Glass etching displacement experiment

Currently, most of the microscopic glass etching displacement experiments focus on oil–water two-phase flow. Due to the great difference in the colors of oil and water, the experiment process can be observed clearly [36,37]. In terms of the research on gas–water two-phase flow, the colors of gas and water are similar, making it hard to observe the interface of gas and water. In this research, to have a better look at the displacement experiment process, methylene blue is used to dye the water so as to distinguish it from the gas (nitrogen). The experiment can be started after the displacement model and the displacing fluid are ready. The experimental device is shown in Figure 2, and here are the specific steps: (1) install and fix the micro glass etching model, exert adequate confining pressure on the model and vacuumize it, then fill the model with water (dyed with methylene blue) from the inlet until the model is saturated. (2) At a temperature of 24°C, turn on and set the micro constant-speed pump at a preliminary displacement velocity of 0.05 mL/min, and then fill the pores with gas (nitrogen) continuously (20 min). (3) When the gas–water distribution reaches a stable status, increase the flow velocity from the inlet gradually and displace the model, respectively, at flow velocities of 0.1 mL/min for 20 min, 0.2 mL/min for 10 min and 0.5 mL/min for 5 min until no water runs out from the outlet; at this time, the displacement is finished. A Zeiss SteREO Discovery.V12 micro camera with a total magnification of 12×–375×, accuracy of
focusing of 350 nm and field of view of 2.3–28.8 mm is used to record the whole experiment.

### 2.1.3 Processing and analysis of displacement images

Displacement images at different stages can be produced using image processing software. In order to differentiate the two-phase interface and analyze the seepage characteristics, the images should be further processed (Figure 3): first of all, import the displacement images to ImageJ software and convert them to gray scales; then, import the gray scales to Avizo software and segment them, while, the pore spaces occupied by gas and water, respectively, were filled with different colors.

### 2.2 Finite element numerical simulation

#### 2.2.1 Finite element model construction

The first two steps of the two-dimensional finite element model construction (Figure 4) are the same as those for the glass etching model construction: the image of the thin section (Figure 4a) is converted to a gray scale image (Figure 4b) and then segmented (Figure 4c). Then, the third step is to construct a full-size pore network model based on the segmented pore network image (Figure 4d). Fourth, the pore network model is imported to the COMSOL Multiphysics software to define a solution domain (Figure 4e). In this model, the inlet is on the left while the outlet is on the right, and the closed curved areas represent the granules while other connected areas are pores and throats that are set as the solution domain. Fifth, the solution domain is meshed by using free triangles (Figure 4f); the grids at the throats are dense while the ones among the pores are sparse. Also, the closer to the pore wall the grids are, the denser they are.

#### 2.2.2 One-phase flow simulation

One-phase flow in rock can be seen as creeping flow. The main task of the two-dimensional one-phase flow simulation is to solve the Stokes equations. Due to the small size of the model, it is regarded that during the simulation, the fluid in the pores is at constant temperature with the same density, so, suppose that the fluid is incompressible and the gravity can be ignored. The inlet is on the left while the outlet is on the right, and under constant pressure, the fluid enters from the inlet. Here, the Stokes equations and the continuity equations of the one-phase flow can be expressed as follows:

\[
\nabla \cdot [-p I + \mu (\nabla u + (\nabla u)^T)] = 0
\]

\[
\nabla \cdot (u) = 0,
\]
where $P$ is the pressure, Pa; $I$ is the unit matrix; $\mu$ is the fluid viscosity, Pa s; $u$ is the velocity vector, m/s; and $T$ is the absolute temperature (293.15 K).

The boundary conditions are as follows: the pressure of the inlet at each pore of the model is equivalent and constant, so is that of the outlet at each pore. There is no inflow or outflow except for the flows from the inlet and the outlet. The pore wall is intermediately wet, and the normal component of the flow rate in the direction of the pore wall is zero.

### 2.2.3 Gas–water two-phase flow simulation

Two-phase flow in rock can be seen as laminar two-phase flow. In the gas–water two-phase numerical simulation,
the mathematical model is constructed through the Navier–Stokes equations combined with the level set method. The equations are solved using the FEM. In this model, the specified Material 1 (wetting phase) is water, which saturates the pores and throats, and Material 2 (non-wetting phase) is gas. The gas enters the inlet from the left and displaces the water in the pores, and the water runs out from the outlet. The level set function $\varphi$ defines the volume fractions of the gas and the water, respectively. For water, $\varphi = 0$. For gas, $\varphi = 100\%$. Besides, the two-phase interface is traced with the $\varphi$ value of the initialized level set functions in order to study the dynamic characteristics of the gas–water two-phase interface. The dynamic equation of the gas–water two-phase interface can be expressed as follows:

$$\frac{\partial \varphi}{\partial t} + u \cdot \nabla \varphi = \gamma \nabla \cdot (\varepsilon \nabla \varphi - \varphi(1 - \varphi)) \frac{\nabla \varphi}{|\nabla \varphi|},$$

where $\varphi$ is the level set function; $t$ is the two-phase displacement time, $s$; $y$ is the initialized parameters (the default value is $1 \text{ m/s}$); and $\varepsilon$ is the parameter of interface thickness (the default value is $h_{\text{max}}/2$, $h_{\text{max}}$ is the largest grid unit of the two-phase interface flowing area).

Apart from defining the flow interface, the level set function $\varphi$ can also express the flow characteristics (the jumps of density and viscosity), i.e.,

$$\rho = \rho_{\text{air}} + (\rho_{\text{water}} - \rho_{\text{air}})\varphi,$$

$$\mu = \mu_{\text{air}} + (\mu_{\text{water}} - \mu_{\text{air}})\varphi,$$

where $\rho$ is the density, kg/m$^3$; $\rho_{\text{water}}$ and $\rho_{\text{air}}$ are, respectively, the density of water and the density of gas, kg/m$^3$; $\mu_{\text{water}}$ and $\mu_{\text{air}}$ are, respectively, the dynamic viscosity of water and the dynamic viscosity of gas, Pa s.

Compared with the sound velocity, the fluid velocity is so low that it can be ignored. Therefore, we can suppose that water and gas are incompressible. The Navier–Stokes equations can express the mass and momentum transfer of the incompressible two-phase flow. Taking the interfacial tension into consideration, the Navier–Stokes equations and the continuity equations of the two-phase flow can be expressed as follows:

$$\rho \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot [-p I + \mu (\nabla u + (\nabla u)^T)] + \rho g + F_{\text{st}},$$

$$\nabla u = 0,$$

where $I$ is the unit matrix; $g$ is the gravity, N/m; $F_{\text{st}}$ is the gas–water interfacial tension, N/m.

The interfacial tension of the two-phase flow can be expressed as follows:

$$F_{\text{st}} = \nabla T$$

$$T = \sigma (\mathbf{l} - n n^T) \delta,$$

where $\sigma$ is the interfacial tension coefficient, N/m; $n$ is the perpendicular unit vector to the interface; and $\delta$ is the Dirac delta function on the interface, $1/m$.

The perpendicular unit vector to the interface is

$$n = \frac{\nabla \varphi}{|\nabla \varphi|}.$$

The Dirac delta function $\delta$ can be approximated according to the following smooth function:

$$\delta = \varepsilon |\nabla \varphi| |\varphi(1 - \varphi)|.$$

### 3 Geological setting

The western Sichuan depression is located in the western part of the Sichuan Basin, on the northwestern margin of the Yangtze Plate, and adjacent to the Longmenshan nappe tectonic belt in the west. The western Sichuan depression entered the foreland basin development stage from the end of the Late Triassic and deposited a thick Triassic–Jurassic–Cretaceous terrigenous clastic strata. A large number of tight gas reservoirs have been found in the Triassic Xujiahe Formation, the Shaximiao Formation and the Penglaizhen Formation in the Jurassic [38]. The study area of this research is the Majing–Shifang–Xinchang contiguous structure and the object of the study is the tight sandstone reservoirs of the Shaximiao Formation and the Penglaizhen Formation in the Jurassic (Figure 5). The tight sandstone reservoirs of the Penglaizhen Formation in western Sichuan can be divided into three categories according to their physical properties and pore structure types (Figure 6): the type I reservoir features porosity $>11\%$, permeability $>0.8 \text{ mD}$ and a bimodal distribution shown in NMR. The movable peak amplitude is high, and the mercury intrusion displacement pressure is lower than 0.3 MPa (Figure 6a). The type II reservoir has a porosity of 9%–11% and a permeability of 0.1–0.8 mD. The NMR shows a bimodal distribution with a moderate peak amplitude and a displacement pressure of 0.3–1.0 MPa (Figure 6b). The type III reservoir has a porosity of 6%–9% and a permeability of 0.03–0.10 mD. The bimodal distribution in NMR is not obvious, the movable peak amplitude is low and the mercury intrusion displacement pressure is 1–2 MPa (Figure 6c). A photograph of a typical cast thin section was selected for each type I reservoir, type II reservoir and type III reservoir. At the same time, a glass etching
displacement experiment, a single-phase flow simulation and a gas–water two-phase flow simulation were performed.

4 Results

4.1 Results of the glass etching displacement experiment

In the microscopic glass etching displacement experiment, three cast thin sections with different types of pore structures were used to make glass etching models and to conduct the gas displacing water experiment. The micro glass etching models were manufactured in the State Key Laboratory of Oil and Gas Reservoir Geology and Exploitation, Southwest Petroleum University. If the primer and photoresist were not spread evenly over the glass, or the thicknesses of the primer film and photoresist film were not suitable, the pore space in the etching model may not match the pore network image well. In this research, the success rate of the manufacturing of the micro glass etching model is 75%. The gas–water two-phase flow characteristics and the distribution law of gas and water after displacement were studied. In the initial stage of
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(a) The location of the Sichuan Basin on the map of China, (b) the study area is the Majing–Shifang–Xinchang contiguous structure in the western Sichuan depression.

Figure 5: Geological structure map of the study area. (a) The location of the Sichuan Basin on the map of China, (b) the study area is the Majing–Shifang–Xinchang contiguous structure in the western Sichuan depression.
the glass etching gas displacing water experiment, the water saturated the pore space, and all three models had the left end as the inlet and the right end as the outlet. The gas was injected into the model from the left end inlet for the displacement experiment, and as the experiment went on, the water flowed out from the outlet. The basic parameters of gas and water are listed in Table 1.

In the gas displacing water experiment, due to the anisotropy of the radius of the pores and throats, different pore throat radii have different capillary pressures, the capillary resistance of the gas displacement is different and the speed of the displacement front edge is different. There is a significant pore-scale finger-like breakthrough. That is, under the circumstance of the gas being injected into the model from the left end inlet, if the displacement pressure is greater than the capillary resistance of the throat, the gas passes through the throat first; if the displacement pressure is less than the capillary resistance, the gas first stops moving forward for a period of time, and then a migration jump occurs. The displacement front edge advances along the connected path with less capillary resistance and reaches the outlet first to form a dominant channel. When the gas reaches the outlet, most of the injected gas flows along the dominant channel. When the gas is at the outlet of the type II reservoir model, the water saturation is 56.87% and the final water saturation is 52.29%. When the gas is at the outlet of the type III reservoir model, the water saturation is 57.80%, the final water saturation is 46.25%, the water saturation decreases less, the displacement effect is not favorable and the finger-like breakthrough is obvious. At the end of the glass etching displacement experiment, it can be observed that the trapped water is mainly distributed in the small pores, large pores and the end of the pores controlled by the small throats.

4.2 Results of the finite element numerical simulation

4.2.1 Results of the single-phase flow simulation

The dimensions of the constructed type I, II and III reservoir models are 11.70 mm × 10.98 mm, 11.76 mm × 10.97 mm and 12.21 mm × 10.93 mm, respectively. In the numerical simulation of single-phase flow, gas is injected into the pore space.

Table 1: Parameters of gas and water

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluid</th>
<th>Density, kg m⁻³</th>
<th>Dynamic viscosity, Pa s</th>
<th>Temperature, K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1.0 × 10³</td>
<td>1.0 × 10³</td>
<td>293.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>17.58 × 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>293.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
from the inlet of the model under constant pressure conditions. As shown in Figure 8a–c, the pressure of the gas in the model gradually decreases from the left (inlet) to the right (outlet). Due to the different pore structures of the three types of reservoir models, the capillary resistance and the pressure contour distribution are also different. In the type I reservoir model, the area with a pressure greater than 0.67 kPa is larger, the area with a pressure of 0.57–0.67 kPa is larger in the type II reservoir model and the area with a pressure of 0.26–0.57 kPa is larger in the type III reservoir model. The type I reservoir model has a larger pore radius than type II and type III, and therefore, its pressure decreases at the slowest speed along the displacement direction. As shown in Figure 8d–f, in the flow rate diagram, blue indicates a low flow velocity and red indicates a high flow velocity. The flow rate at the center of the channel is quicker than that of the inlet, and it becomes slower when approaching the pore wall. The type I reservoir model has the largest pore throat radius, so the capillary resistance is the smallest and the flow rate is the quickest.

4.2.2 Results of the gas–water two-phase flow simulation

In order to compare with the microscopic glass etching displacement experiment easily, the numerical simulation of gas–water two-phase flow adopts the same pore

![Figure 7: Glass etching based experimental results of gas–water flow of type I, type II and type III reservoir models.](image-url)

- (a) Sw = 62.1%,
- (b) Sw = 34.6%,
- (c) Sw = 18.61%,
- (d) Sw = 74.31%,
- (e) Sw = 56.87%,
- (f) Sw = 52.29%,
- (g) Sw = 70.68%,
- (h) Sw = 57.80%,
- (i) Sw = 46.25%.
network model as the microscopic glass etching displacement experiment. The conditions of the inlet and outlet, and parameters of gas and water used in the model of numerical simulation remain consistent with the microscopic glass etching displacement experiment. The related parameters of gas and water are listed in Table 1.

During the numerical simulation of gas displacing water, there is an obvious pore-scale finger-like breakthrough, that is, the gas moves forward with less resistance along one or more continuous paths composed of large throats and connected pores and reaches the outlet first (Figures 9–11). In the initial stage of the simulation, the gas is injected from the left end (inlet). When the displacement front edge reaches the right end (outlet) of the model, the water saturation of the type I, II and III reservoirs in the model is 34.69% (Figure 9c), 56.87% (Figure 10e) and 57.80% (Figure 11e), respectively. The type I reservoir model has a larger pore throat radius than type II and type III, and it adopts less displacement time. When the front edge of the two-phase flow interface reaches the outlet, the displacement range continues to increase (Figure 9). Because the pore throat radii of the type II and type III reservoir model are small, the resistance of the capillary is large, and the displacement resistance in the flow channel reduces after the gas reaches the outlet of the model. At this time, the injected gas basically moves along the dominant channel, the scope of the displacement is no longer expanded, the displacement efficiency is basically no longer increased, and the phenomenon of a finger-like breakthrough becomes more obvious (Figures 10 and 11).

5 Discussion

5.1 Influence of pore structure on gas–water flow characteristics

There is an obvious finger-like breakthrough in the microscopic glass etching displacement experiment and the gas–water two-phase flow numerical simulation, that is, when the gas flows in the rock, due to the anisotropy of the pore structure, the gas front edge encounters pore throats of different radii and different capillary resistances. When the displacement pressure is greater than the pore throat capillary resistance, the gas passes first; in the opposite case, the gas stops for a while and then
Figure 9: Simulation results of gas–water flow of the type I reservoir model. (a) t = 0 ms, Sw = 100%; (b) t = 0.04 ms, Sw = 76.70%; (c) t = 0.08 ms, Sw = 34.69%; (d) t = 12 ms, Sw = 6.44%; (e) t = 16 ms, Sw = 2.37%; (f) t = 20 ms, Sw = 1.32%.

Figure 10: Simulation results of gas–water flow of the type II reservoir model. (a) t = 0 ms, Sw = 100%; (b) t = 0.04 ms, Sw = 90.12%; (c) t = 0.08 ms, Sw = 80.30%; (d) t = 12 ms, Sw = 65.23%; (e) t = 16 ms, Sw = 56.87%; (f) t = 20 ms, Sw = 52.29%.
jumps forward. As the displacement pressure continues to increase, the pause time in the middle of this jump is gradually reduced. Meanwhile, in reservoirs with different pore structure types, the duration for which the gas stays at the small throats is different. The pause time in the small throats of the type III reservoir is significantly longer than that of the type I reservoir and the type II reservoir. This is because the type I and II reservoirs have larger throat radii and higher permeability, while the type III reservoir has smaller throat radii and a lower permeability. The type III reservoir has smaller throat radii and greater capillary pressure compared with the type I and II reservoirs (Figure 6), and thus the gas needs greater pressure to move forward again. Therefore, the speed at which the gas front edge advances is inconsistent, that is, a viscous finger-like breakthrough similar to a tree-like shape appears (Figures 7–11). As the displacement pressure increases, the tree-like shape becomes more pronounced. After the gas displacing water process is completed, the water distributed in the large pore throats and in the pores connected to large pore throats is displaced, and the trapped water is mainly distributed in the flow area of the high permeability pore, the pore area perpendicular to the fluid flow direction and the ends of the unconnected pores (Figure 12).

5.2 Comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of experimental and simulation methods

In order to compare the similarities and differences between the results of microscopic glass etching displacement experiments and finite element numerical simulation, the displacement time of both methods was normalized. Comparison of microscopic glass etching displacement experiments and finite element numerical simulation shows the following.

1. The numerical simulation results after normalization are basically consistent with the results of the microscopic glass etching displacement experiment (Figure 12). Under the same water saturation conditions, the two-phase flow interface front edge between the numerical simulation and the glass etching displacement experiment is basically the same (Figures 7h and 11e). There is an obvious finger-like breakthrough in both methods. When the displacement front edge reaches the inlet of the model, the water saturation of type I, II and III reservoir models is 34.69%, 56.87% and 57.80%, respectively, which is basically consistent with the inflection point of the curve in Figure 12. In the numerical simulation and glass etching displacement...
experiment, the type I reservoir model has a larger throat radius and faster displacement time than the type II and type III reservoir models. When the front edge of the two-phase flow interface reaches the outlet of the model, the displacing efficiency and the displacement range of the type I reservoir model continue to increase, while they do not increase any more in the type II and type III reservoir models.

(2) Numerical simulation and glass etching displacement experiments are pore-scale visualization methods. The entire continuous displacement process can be directly observed through the glass etching displacement experiment, such as the migration jumps of gas as it passes through a narrow throat. The dynamic displacement characteristics at different moments can be better observed through numerical simulation. For example, in the initial stage of the displacement process, the gas first displaces the water distributed in the large throat and the pores connected to the large throat. After the displacement, the trapped water is mainly distributed in the small pores, large pores and pore ends controlled by the small throat (Figure 13).

(3) In the microscopic glass etching displacement experiment, we can better observe the migration and jumping phenomena of gas passing through the narrow throat, but this experiment is affected by unfavorable factors such as insufficient precision of the etching process and the instrument. This easily causes instability of the displacement pressure, and there is a certain error in the pore size and design size of the etched molding. On the whole, the glass etching model is characterized by high production cost, low model precision, easy deformation of the throat and low success rate, and thus the process technology needs to be further improved.

Figure 12: Trapped water induced by flow around, perpendicular pores and end of pores. (a) Grade I reservoir model, (b) grade II reservoir model, (c) grade III reservoir model.

Figure 13: Comparison of water saturation of the glass etching experiment and the finite element simulation. (a) High permeability pores flow around induced trapped water, (b) pores perpendicular to the flow direction induced trapped water, (c) end of pores induced trapped water.
The numerical simulation is not affected by unfavorable factors such as insufficient precision of the etching process and the instrument, and it can perfectly present the microscopic pore structure characteristics of the rock. However, the numerical simulation only considers limited boundary conditions, so it is impossible to accurately simulate some special pore-scale seepage phenomena. On the whole, the finite element numerical simulation method features simple operation, repeatability, strong computing power and low cost, and provides a new method for the study of pore-scale visualization of two-phase flow.

At present, glass etching displacement experiments and finite element numerical simulations have their own advantages and disadvantages, and the combination of the two methods for the study of gas–water two-phase flow is favorable.

6 Conclusion

Based on the microscopic pore structure of rock, this study proposed a glass etching displacement technology based gas–water two-phase flow visualization experiment and a Navier–Stokes equation based finite element numerical simulation. When applying the same pore network model, the fluid displacement front edge morphology and seepage laws obtained by these two methods are basically similar.

There is an obvious finger-like breakthrough in both the microscopic glass etching displacement experiment and the gas–water two-phase flow simulation. The water distributed in the large pores and large throats is displaced. The trapped water mainly exists in the area induced by flow around high-permeability pores, perpendicular pores and disconnected ends of pores (Figure 13). Through the microscopic glass etching displacement experiment, we can better observe the pore-scale finger-like breakthrough phenomenon and the migration and jumping phenomena of gas when passing through the narrow throat. However, when preparing the glass etching model, the pore throat is easily deformed and the success rate is too low. The finite element numerical simulation method has the advantages of easy operation, repeatability, strong experimental reproducibility and low cost, and provides a new choice for the study of pore-scale visualization of two-phase flow.
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